We introduce the theory of modulational instability ͑MI͒ of electromagnetic waves in fibers with random polarization mode dispersion. Applying a linear stability analysis and stochastic calculus, we show that the MI gain spectrum reads as the maximal eigenvalue of a constant effective matrix. In the limiting cases of small or large fluctuations, we give explicit expressions for the MI gain spectra. In the general configurations, we give the explicit form of the effective matrix and numerically compute the maximal eigenvalue. In the anomalous dispersion regime, polarization dispersion widens the unstable bandwidth. Depending on the type of variations of the birefringence parameters, polarization dispersion reduces or enhances the MI gain peak. In the normal dispersion regime, random effects may extend the instability domain to the whole spectrum of modulations. The linear stability analysis is confirmed by numerical simulation of the full stochastic coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modulational instability ͑MI͒ is one of the fundamental processes in nonlinear waves theory ͓1-5͔. Recently, much attention was devoted to MI in inhomogeneous media, particularly periodically varying media ͓6-8͔. MI of electromagnetic waves in random media is the natural extension. Random media encompass all frequencies, so we can expect stochastic resonance phenomena, which are discussed intensively herein. The scalar problem of fluctuating nonlinearity and fluctuating group velocity dispersion ͑GVD͒ in fibers has already been studied in Ref. ͓9͔ and Refs. ͓10, 11͔, respectively. It is interesting to ponder the existence of an analogous phenomenon for the nonlinear evolution of polarization in a birefringent nonlinear dispersive medium with random parameters. An important example is the evolution of the polarization of a continuum wave in a randomly birefringent fiber. Polarization MI was investigated in the deterministic case in Refs. ͓12,13͔. These earlier works discussed the dependence of the gain on the deterministic values of the group-velocity mismatch between polarizations, the frequencies of initial modulations, and the powers of the waves. However, in real fibers, birefringence is not constant, rather it is subject to random fluctuations along the propagation distance ͓14͔.
Here we examine the polarization MI of continuum waves in a birefringent fiber with random birefringence. The model for the random birefringent fiber that we consider in this paper is that of polarization-mode dispersion ͑PMD͒, which is a random function of propagation distance. PMD is described by a system of two coupled nonlinear Schrödinger ͑NLS͒ equations ͓15͔. A model in which the fast and slow axes interchange randomly at given intervals was introduced in Ref. ͓16͔. This model is interesting in that it is the first one to address the problem of random PMD, but it is in some sense incomplete since no power can be scattered between the two polarization modes. In Refs. ͓17,18͔, a more sophisticated model was proposed in which the birefringence axes orientation and the phase shift between the modes are randomly varied along the distance. As a consequence, in a fixed reference frame the polarization state of light rotates randomly on the Poincaré sphere. The aim was to investigate soliton stability and radiation under random perturbations. The general model that we deal with in this paper takes into account a group-velocity mismatch between the two polarizations as well as coupling terms between the two polarization modes, which are random functions of propagation distance ͓19,20͔.
Note that in this work, we shall neglect fiber loss and competing nonlinear effects, such as stimulated Brillouin scattering, which may be relevant in the propagation of a quasicontinuous wave ͑cw͒. As far as loss is concerned, it is well known that in the presence of periodic all-optical amplification, the loss may be averaged out of the propagation whenever the amplifier spacing is small when compared to the characteristic dispersion distance ͑guiding-center soliton regime of the nonlinear propagation in the fiber͒. Moreover, Brillouin scattering may be neglected in the presence of relatively wideband signals ͑still to be considered quasi-cw when compared, for example, with THz modulations͒ consisting of pump pulses of several picoseconds.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the model is formulated. An analysis of the deterministic system is performed in Sec. III. Equations for the mean fields and mean intensities are analyzed in Secs. IV and V. Results of numerical simulations for the full stochastic NLS equations are finally presented in Sec. VI.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The evolution of polarized fields in randomly birefringent fibers is governed by the coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equations with random PMD between two modes ͑polariza-tions͒ ͓19,20͔:
where A ជ is the row vector (A 1 ,A 2 ) T that denotes the envelopes of the electric field in the two eigenmodes; we use standard dimensionless variables. The matrices K and ⌬ describe random fiber birefringence. The GVD coefficient is ␤, which is positive ͑negative͒ for anomalous ͑normal͒ dispersion. The N 1 ជ term stands for the nonlinear terms,
where the cross-phase modulation is ␣ϭ 2 3 for linearly birefringent fiber.
As shown by Way and Menyuk, one can eliminate the fast random birefringence variations that appear in Eq. ͑1͒ by means of a change of variables, which leads to the new vector equation
where
T represents the slow evolution of the field envelopes in the reference frame of the local polarization eigenmodes, and the matrix M obeys the equation iM z ϩKM ϭ0. The nonlinear term N ជ 2 reads
͑4͒
where the cross-phase modulation ␣ϭ1 after averaging over fiber birefringence ͓21͔. ⍀ is a z-dependent matrix that is associated with the coupling between the modes due to perturbations. We consider a general form for ⍀:
where ⌺ j are Pauli matrices:
and S j are real-valued random functions of z. If the fiber is isotropic and if it has a perfectly circularly symmetric cross section, then the S j are identically zero. If the fiber is birefringent, then S 3 is equal to some constant parameter ⌬ 0 which may not be zero. ⌬ 0 is proportional to the group velocity mismatch ͑GVM͒ between the two polarization modes. In real units, the GVM reads
where the primes denote derivatives with respect to . However, in real fibers the circular symmetry is broken due to unavoidable imperfections of the fiber. Thus the coefficients S j acquire z-dependent values. Accordingly, S 1 and S 2 are taken as white Gaussian-distributed noises:
while S 3 is taken as the sum of the constant term ⌬ 0 and a white Gaussian-distributed noise:
͑9͒
In the following, j will be referred to as the standard deviations of the fluctuations of S j . A simplified model for random birefringence is a random concatenation of different fiber sections whose S 3 's have equal absolute values but opposite signs ͓16͔; see also ͓22͔. The lengths of these segments are of the order of 10Ϫ100 m, typically much less than the dispersion distance L d ϭt 0 2 /͉␤ 2 ͉. Such configuration may be described by the previous white-noise model with 3
2 l c , where l c is the correlation length.
More generally, the presence of the term ⍀U ជ t is associated with linear coupling between the modes, as well as an accumulation of a mismatch between their phases. In spite of this extension, which includes linear mode coupling, the model remains analytically solvable and it predicts some general new features associated with the random nature polarization MI. We believe that these features will be preserved to a large extent in the full numerical simulations of nonlinear pulse propagation in a random fiber, and ultimately in the experiments. For example, an analysis of the stochastic decay of the vector soliton under random variations of S 3 that was performed in the framework of the system ͑3͒ ͓23͔ leads to practically the same results as the conclusions of a study performed with the full model in ͓19,20͔. Note also that the system ͑3͒ with S 1 ϭS 2 ϭ0 was employed for the investigation of resonant phenomena in the solitons dynamics for the case of periodically varying birefringence ͓24͔. In ͓25͔, the system ͑3͒ with the white-noise model for PMD excitation S j has been applied to obtain an analytical expression for the jitter due to the interaction with the continuum component. Analogies with the noise-driven harmonic oscil-lator were observed and confirmed by the numerical simulations of Eq. ͑3͒ with white-noise perturbations. We may also remark that whenever S j ϵ0 and ␣ϭ1, one obtains the integrable Manakov system. The nonlinear plane-wave solutions of the system ͑3͒ read
Linear stability is evaluated by substituting
into Eq. ͑3͒. By retaining only the first-order terms, one obtains a linear system of equations for u 1 and v 1 :
In the homogeneous configuration (S 1 ϭS 2 ϵ0 and S 3 ϵ⌬ 0 ), the MI problem is reduced to an analysis of the eigenvalues of a 4ϫ4 matrix. One can then derive the wellknown MI gain spectra of vector modulational instability ͓26,27͔. The main features of this homogeneous configuration will be sketched out in the next section. If S j are z-dependent, then a convenient representation of the polarization evolutions induced by the fluctuations S j may be done in terms of the Stokes vector s ᠬ associated to the Fourier components of the modulation (u 1 ,v 1 ):
whose modulus ͱs 1 2 ϩs 2 2 ϩs 3 2 ϭ͉û 1 ͉ 2 ϩ͉v 1 ͉ 2 is proportional to the power at frequency . In terms of the Stokes parameters, the dynamics induced by the fluctuations S j is simple when neglecting the terms arising from the nonlinearity ͓containing A and B in Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑15͔͒:
where ⌰ ជ (z) is the row vector (ϪS 3 ,ϪS 1 ,S 2 ) T (z). Thus the S j appear as elementary infinitesimal generators of random rotations of the Stokes vector over the Poincaré sphere. On the other hand, if we take into account only the nonlinear terms of Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑15͒, then we exhibit a coupling between the components of the modulations at frequency and Ϫ. The relevant phenomena thus involve an interplay of the random rotations generated by ⌰ ជ and the dynamics involved in the nonlinear homogeneous terms. To perform a precise analysis of the system ͑14͒ and ͑15͒ we use the complex representation u 1 ϭCϩiD, v 1 ϭEϩiF and perform the Fourier transform
so that we get the following system for Fourier components:
III. DETERMINISTIC SYSTEM
We remind the reader of the results corresponding to the homogeneous configuration j ϭ0 ͓26,27͔. In such a case, we have S j ϵ0, jϭ1,2, while S 3 ϵ⌬ 0 . The system of equations for the row vector q
where Q is the 4ϫ4 matrix,
͑22͒
The MI gain is defined as twice the maximal value of the real parts of the eigenvalues of the matrix Q. When it is positive, it governs the exponential growth of the modulation
The algebra is simplified by considering the case BϭA. Nevertheless, it should be underlined that this simplification does not affect the generality of the following results and conclusions. We introduce the characteristic frequencies c , Ϫ , ϩ , and e : 
If ⌬ 0 0 and is such that
The exact expression of the MI gain can be written on the interval ͉͉р e as
and on the interval ͉͉͓ e , ϩ ͔ as Eq. ͑24͒. If ⌬ 0 0 and is such that ⌬ 0 2 Ͼ␤␣A 2 , then there is MI if ͉͉р e and the corresponding MI gain is Eq. ͑26͒. There is also MI if ͉͉͓ Ϫ , ϩ ͔, and the corresponding MI gain is given by Eq. ͑24͒. Note that there is a gap in the spectrum between e and Ϫ in which there is no MI.
where J 0 is defined by Eq. ͑25͒.
The corresponding MI gain is given by Eq. ͑28͒.
IV. THE SYSTEM FOR MEAN FIELDS
We will use for the decoupling of the mean values the Furutzu-Novikov formula ͓28͔,
where ␥ j is the autocorrelation function of the process S j Ϫ͗S j ͘, which is assumed to be white noise so that ␥ j (z) ϭ2 j 2 ␦(z). ␦X/␦S j stands for the variational derivative of X with respect to S j . For instance, Eq. ͑17͒ implies that ␦c(z)/␦S 1 (z)ϭϪie(z), so that ͗S 1 (z)c͘ϭϪi 1 2 ͗e͘.
Then the system of equations for the row vector of mean
where Id 4 is the 4ϫ4 identity matrix, 2 ª 1 2 ϩ 2 2 ϩ 3 2 , and Q is given by Eq. ͑22͒. The gain for mean fields is equal to twice the maximal value of the real parts of the eigenvalue of the matrix QϪ 2 2 Id 4 . The eigenvalue analysis shows that the effect of the PMD fluctuations is to shift all eigenvalues by the term Ϫ 2 2 with respect to the homogeneous configuration ϭ0. It thus appears that the effects of randomness, as far as the mean fields are concerned, are the following. ͑i͒ The MI gain is reduced. ͑ii͒ The MI spectrum is narrower. Nevertheless, as we shall see in the next section, these results are not relevant from the point of view of modulational instability growth, since the first moments of the fields do not capture the exponential growth of the modulus of the fields because of the presence of fast random phases.
V. SYSTEM FOR MEAN INTENSITIES
It should be noted that the first-order moments do not lead to a prediction of resonant phenomena. For a search of resonant processes, it is necessary to investigate the behavior of the second moments. The problem at hand is indeed analogous to the harmonic oscillator with a randomly perturbed frequency,
where (z) is the Gaussian random process. The equations for the first moments obey a trivial dynamics. Indeed, the stochastic parametric resonance is only observed from the second-order moments equations ͓28͔.
It can be easily shown that a study of the spatial growth rates of the first moments of the modulations does not correctly capture the growth rate of the intensity of the modulation, when it is averaged over the ensemble of fibers that generate the random processes S j (z). In fact, the spatial growth rates of the average values of the components of the modulations are reduced owing to random phase factors of the kind expϮi͓͐ 0 z S j (zЈ)dzЈ͔ that multiply the coefficients c, d, e, and f; as a result, the expectation values of these coefficients decay exponentially along z. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the growth of the second-order moments r 1 ª(͉͗c͉ 2 ͘,͉͗d͉ 2 ͘,͉͗e͉ 2 ͘,͉͗ f ͉ 2 ͘), which are directly related to the intensity of the modulation. Unfortunately, the vector r 1 does not satisfy a closed-form differential equation, and it is necessary to complete the vector r 1 with other secondorder moments to get a well-posed problem. If ⌬ 0 ϭ0, denoting r 2 ªRe͑͗c*d͘,͗c*e͘,͗c* f ͘,͗d*e͘,͗d* f ͘,͗e* f ͒͘, the ten-dimensional row vector rª(r 1 ,r 2 ) T satisfies the closed-form differential equation
where M is a 10ϫ10 matrix whose explicit form is given in Appendix A. 
where N, P, and R are, respectively, 10ϫ6, 6ϫ10, and 6 ϫ6 matrices whose explicit forms are given in Appendix A.
Henceforth, we simplify the algebra by considering the case BϭA. The study of MI consists in finding the largest value of the real parts of the 10 eigenvalues of the matrix M. Although all coefficients of the matrices are explicitly known, such a problem is intricate and it is difficult to write down the MI gain in a closed form. Nevertheless, in the limiting cases of either small PMD fluctuations ͉␤͉ Ϫ1 j 2 Ӷ1 or large fluctuations ͉␤͉ Ϫ1 j 2 ӷ1, respectively, we will be able to obtain explicit expansions for the MI gain. Furthermore, by using the MAPLE code ͓29͔, we can solve the eigenvalue problem with high accuracy, and plot the MI gain as a function of the frequency for any given set of values for A, ⌬ 0 , j , ␤, and ␣.
In view of the particular form of the matrix M , results corresponding to any power A 2 can be deduced from results of an equivalent problem in which Aϭ1 through the transformation
for all i, jϭ1, . . . ,16. Consequently, if one finds that there is MI for some configuration (A 0 ,␤,⌬ 0 , j 2 ,␣) for ͓ 0 , 1 ͔ with gain G 0 (), then we can claim that there is MI for the configuration (A 0 ,␤,⌬ 0 , j 2 ,␣) for ͓ 0 , 1 ͔ with gain 2 G 0 ( Ϫ1 ) for any Ͼ0. This scaling property thus allows straightforward extrapolations that are useful for theoretical analysis as well as for experimental investigations.
VI. ANOMALOUS DISPERSION

A. Expansion of the MI gain for zero mean GVM
We consider in this section the particular case ⌬ 0 ϭ0. In the homogeneous configuration j ϭ0, jϭ1,2,3, we get back the results of Sec. III A showing that the frequencies below the critical value c are unstable and that the MI gain is Eq. ͑23͒. If the birefringence parameters of the fiber are random, then we find that the MI region is increased so that all frequencies are unstable as soon as j 2 Ͼ0 for jϭ2 or 3, while the MI gain peak is reduced. The MI peak is equal to 2(1ϩ␣)A 2 when j ϭ0, and we shall see that it decays to 2A 2 as j , jϭ2 or 3, increases. We can give the first terms of the asymptotic expansion of the MI gain in the limit of small noise ␤ Ϫ1 j 2 Ӷ1. For ͉͉Ͻ c , the MI gain is reduced,
For ͉͉Ͼ c , the MI gain is positive while it is zero for j ϭ0,
Note that 1 does not appear in this expression, which means that fluctuations of S 1 do not induce any modification of the MI gain spectrum. If ␣ϭ1, then G 2 and G 3 are equal, which shows that the influences of S 2 and S 3 are equivalent. If ␣ Ͻ1, then S 2 involves a stronger effect characterized by the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑35͒. We have checked the accuracy of the expansions derived above compared with the full intricate theoretical expressions. We have compared the exact MI gain ͑obtained with MAPLE͒ with the expansion ͑34͒, which is only valid up to terms of order 2 with respect to ␤ Ϫ1 j 2 . We have seen that, for relatively small values of j ͑less than 0.3), the expansion ͑34͒ is a very good approximation of the real gain.
B. Analysis of the general case ⌬ 0 Å0
If ⌬ 0 2 Ͻ␤␣A 2 and j ϭ0, then the MI gain is found to be in a band of frequencies below the critical value ϩ . By taking into account the fluctuations j Ͼ0, jϭ1,2,3, one finds that there is MI for all frequencies.
If ⌬ 0 2 у␤␣A 2 and j ϭ0, the MI gain consists of a first peak corresponding to low frequencies and a second peak that lies close to ␤ Ϫ1 ͉⌬ 0 ͉, more precisely between Ϫ and ϩ . When taking into account PMD fluctuations, the second peak is strongly reduced and finally it disappears for large j . However, new peaks may appear at low frequencies in the case of large fluctuations of S j . The analysis can be made clearer by considering separately the influences of the different types of variations of the birefringence parameters S j , jϭ1,2,3.
C. Fluctuations of S 3
Assume in this section that 1 ϭ 2 ϭ0. Figure 1 plots the MI gain spectrum versus increasing values of the standard deviation 3 for different GVM means ⌬ 0 . It shows the conversion of the gain spectrum from the deterministic configuration that strongly depends on ⌬ 0 to an asymptotic form that seems to be independent of ⌬ 0 . This observation can be proved rigorously. Applying the technique developed in Appendix B, we get that the MI spectrum in the asymptotic configuration ␤ Ϫ1 3 2 ӷ1 does not depend on ⌬ 0 . Independent of ⌬ 0 , the gain for large ␤ Ϫ1 3 2 is equal to
͉A͉ and 0 otherwise. This result is not surprising. The stability conditions for the system ͑17͒-͑20͒ when S 1 ϭS 2 ϭ0 are equivalent to requiring the stability of the auxiliary system,
, and (z)ϭ͐ 0 z S 3 (y)dy, which obeys the statistical distribution of a Brownian motion. The study of MI of electromagnetic waves with a random birefringence S 3 (z) is therefore equivalent to the study of MI of electromagnetic waves with a random cross-phase modulation coefficient ␣(z):ϭ␣ exp 2i(z). For very large 3 , the coupling coefficient has a very fast random phase which makes it average to 0. The limit system ␤ Ϫ1 3 2 ӷ1 corresponds to a decoupled Manakov system with ␣ϭ0. From the results of Sec. III A, Eq. ͑39͒ can be interpreted as the gain of the decoupled Manakov system with ␣ϵ0, S 3 ϵ0.
The MI peak versus the amplitude of the noise is plotted in Fig. 2 . It shows rather chaotic behaviors depending strongly on ⌬ 0 for small values of 3 , but all curves finally converge to 2A 2 , which is the MI peak corresponding to Eq. ͑39͒. The mechanism behind these irregularities is made clearer by considering the variations of the optimal frequency. It may happen that the optimal frequency jumps from one value to another, and this is due to the fact that the high-frequency peak is canceled by the PMD fluctuations, while the low-frequency peak converges to Eq. ͑39͒. Nevertheless, independent of the initial GVM mean ⌬ 0 , the optimal frequency converges to ␤ Ϫ1/2 ͉A͉ as 3 increases, which is the optimal frequency corresponding to Eq. ͑39͒. Figure 3 plots the MI gain spectrum versus increasing values of the standard deviation 2 . This confirms the asymptotic result obtained by applying Appendix B, which claims that, in the limit ␤ Ϫ1 2 2 ӷ1, independent of ⌬ 0 , the MI gain spectrum consists of two parts: 
D. Fluctuations of S 2
G͑ ͒ϭ2 ͱ 1Ϫ␣ 2 A 2 f ͩ 2 ͱ 2 ͱ 4 1Ϫ␣ 2 A ͪ ϩ2 ͱ A 4 ͑ ␣ 2 Ϫ1 ͒ϩ2A 2 ␤ 2 Ϫ␤ 2 4 , ͑40͒
͑41͒
This shows that there exist two bands of unstable frequencies. The first one consists of low frequencies whose optimum is obtained at opt,1 ϭ(ͱ1ϩ␣A)/2 2 and its value is G opt,1 ϭ(1Ϫ␣ 2 )A 2 . It is independent of ␤, it vanishes if ␣ ϭ1, and it is maximal for ␣ϭ0. The second band of the MI gain spectrum lies at high frequencies. It vanishes if ␣ϭ0 and it is maximal for ␣ϭ1. Its optimum is obtained at opt,2 ϭ␤ Ϫ1/2
A and its value is G opt,2 ϭ2␣A 2 , which is larger ͑smaller͒ than G opt,1 if ␣у 1 2 (␣р 1 2 ). Note that, when ␣ ϭ1, the MI gains induced by large fluctuations of S 2 and S 3 are the same, but they are very different when ␣Ͻ1.
E. Fluctuations of S 1
Applying Appendix B establishes that in the limit ␤ Ϫ1 1 2 ӷ1, the MI gain becomes independent of ⌬ 0 . If ⌬ 0 ϭ0, there is no action of S 1 . If ⌬ 0 0, large fluctuations of S 1 impose the MI gain spectrum to adopt the shape of the case ⌬ 0 ϭ0. Accordingly, the MI gain spectrum for ␤ Ϫ1 1 2 ӷ1 is given by
Fluctuations of S 1 involve an enhancement of the MI peak and a qualitative change of the unstable bandwidth. They make the high-frequency peak disappear while the lowfrequency peak widens.
VII. NORMAL DISPERSION
A. Expansion of the MI gain for zero mean GVM
If the PMD is identically zero ͑i.e., ⌬ 0 ϭ0, j ϭ0), then there is no MI as shown in Sec. III B. If the birefringence parameters of the fiber randomly fluctuate and the GVM has zero mean ⌬ 0 ϭ0, j 2 Ͼ0, then there is MI and all frequencies are unstable. As in the case ␤Ͼ0, the closed-form expression of the MI gain is too complicated to be written down explicitly. Nevertheless, we can give the first terms of the asymptotic expansion of the MI gain for small PMD fluctuations ͉␤͉ Ϫ1 j 2 Ӷ1. We found that for any ͉͉Ͼ0, the MI gain is positive and it is given by Eq. ͑34͒. For instance, if ␣ϭ1, ␤ϭϪ1, and 1 ϭ 2 ϭ0, then the MI gain spectrum is maximal for opt ϭͱ2(ͱ2Ϫ1) 1/2 AӍ0.910A and it corresponds to a maximal gain of G opt ϭ͓4(ͱ2Ϫ1)(2ͱ2 ϩ1)/(5ϩ3ͱ2)͔A 2 3 2 Ӎ0.686A 2 3 2 . If ␣ϭ2/3, opt Ӎ1.274A and G opt Ӎ0.245A 2 3 2 .
B. Analysis of the general case ⌬ 0 Å0
As discussed in Sec. III B, if j ϭ0, there is MI for frequencies lying inside a band around ͉␤͉ Ϫ1 ͉⌬ 0 ͉, more exactly between Ϫ and ϩ . When one increases the PMD fluctuations, this peak disappears, but all frequencies are made unstable. We shall analyze the effects of the different types of fluctuations S j separately.
C. Fluctuations of S 3
Let us first study the effects of fluctuations of S 3 and consider 1 ϭ 2 ϭ0. Figure 4 plots the MI gain spectrum for different values of the GVM mean ⌬ 0 and deviations 3 and for ␣ϭ1, ␤ϭϪ1. In the asymptotic framework ͉␤͉ Ϫ1 3 2 ӷ1, the MI gain is close to 0 up to a term of order 3 Ϫ2 for all frequencies. More exactly, for any frequency not too small Ͼ͉A͉ 3 Ϫ1 , we have when
This result is consistent with a comparison with the decoupled Manakov system, which is valid for large fluctuations ͉␤͉ Ϫ1 3 2 ӷ1. Indeed, the decoupled Manakov system for a normal dispersion ␤Ͻ0 with ␣ϵ0 and S 3 ϵ0 is not affected by MI. That is why one finds that the MI gain goes to 0 as 3 goes to infinity. The MI peak versus the amplitude of the noise is plotted in Fig. 5 . For ⌬ 0 ϭ0, and more generally for small values of ⌬ 0 , it appears that the MI peak first grows with 3 and reaches a maximum for some 30 that depends on ⌬ 0 and ␣, but not on the power A 2 . For ␣ϭ1, ␤ϭϪ1, and ⌬ 0 ϭ0, one finds that 30 Ӎ0.85. The corresponding optimal frequency is close to 0.91͉A͉. For deviations larger than 30 , the gain and the optimal frequency decay to 0. If ⌬ 0 0, then the MI peak is also nonzero in the absence of fluctuations, given by G opt Ӎ2␣A 2 for ⌬ 0 2 ӷ͉␤͉A 2 , and corresponds to an optimal frequency opt 2 Ӎ␤ Ϫ2 ⌬ 0 2 ϩ2A 2 ␤ Ϫ1 . Stronger fluctuations lead to a decrease of the peak gain and of the optimal frequency to 0: for large 3 , the MI gain behaves like in Eq. ͑43͒. Figure 6 plots the MI gain spectrum for increasing values of 2 . In the limit ͉␤͉ Ϫ1 2 2 ӷ1, the MI gain becomes independent of ␤ and is given by 
D. Fluctuations of S 2
where f is defined by Eq. ͑41͒. This shows that there exists a band of unstable low frequencies. The optimal MI gain is obtained at opt ϭ(ͱ1Ϫ␣ 2 A)/2 2 and its value is G opt ϭ(1 Ϫ␣ 2 )A 2 . Note that the MI peak may become higher than in the homogeneous case, and that in the case ␣ϭ1, the MI gain spectrum completely vanishes.
E. Fluctuations of S 1
In the limit ͉␤͉ Ϫ1 1 2 ӷ1, the MI gain becomes independent of ⌬ 0 . When ⌬ 0 ϭ0, there is no action of S 1 , and when ⌬ 0 0, large fluctuations of S 1 impose the MI gain spectrum to adopt the shape of the case ⌬ 0 ϭ0. Thus the peak that exists in the homogeneous medium in the case ⌬ 0 0 vanishes.
VIII. UNIFORM FLUCTUATIONS OF PMD
We can also perform an asymptotic study in the framework in which all j are equal. We may think that this is the case for most experimental configurations. In the case of small fluctuations j ϵӶ1, the expansions derived in the above sections are valid. Let us discuss the case ⌬ 0 ϭ0. In the anomalous regime, the MI gain spectrum is given by Eq. ͑33͒ for ͉͉Ͻ c and Eq. ͑34͒ for ͉͉Ͼ c . One can thus observe that fluctuations of birefringence parameters involve a broadening of the MI spectrum and a reduction of the MI peak. In the normal regime, the MI gain spectrum is given by Eq. ͑34͒ for ͉͉Ͼ c , which shows that all frequencies are made unstable.
In the case of large fluctuations j ϵӷ1, we found that the values of ␤ and ⌬ 0 play no role, while the value of ␣ has only a small quantitative influence. The asymptotic MI gain does not depend on S 1 , but only on S 2 and S 3 . Qualitatively, one can say that for large fluctuations of the birefringence parameters ͉␤͉ Ϫ1 2 ӷ1, the MI spectrum is progressively concentrated at low frequencies, and that there is a MI peak ͑of order A 2 ) at some low optimal frequency ͓of order A/(ͱ2)͔: Figure 7 plots the MI spectra of various configurations for increasing values of the standard deviations 1 ϭ 2 ϭ 3 . As can be seen, for large birefringence fluctuations the MI spectrum is concentrated at low frequencies.
IX. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE MODULATIONAL INSTABILITY
In this section, we present an example of the comparison of the predictions of the effective system for mean intensities with the direct numerical simulations of the stochastic Manakov system. We performed numerical simulations of the system ͑3͒ with a randomly varying birefringence S 3 (z). The simulations were done using the split-step Fourier method and the discrete value of the deviation 3 is dis ϭ 3 /ͱdz, where dz is the z step. The initial state is
with ⑀ϭ10 Ϫ4 . The number of points in the time domain was 256 and the z step was a small fraction of the propagation length (dzϭL/2000).
The results of the numerical simulations in the anomalous dispersion regime are presented in Fig. 8 . Theory ͑solid curve͒ predicts a decrease in the gain and an extension of the MI gain spectral width with respect to the unperturbed case 3 ϭ0 ͑dashed curve͒. As can be seen, good agreement was obtained between theoretical predictions and numerical simulations ͑stars͒.
The results for the normal dispersion regime are shown in Fig. 9 . Here the theory predicts an extension of the spectral width of the MI gain, and instability for all modulation frequencies. These predictions are confirmed by numerical simulations. The gain values agree well with theoretical estimates. With decreasing ⌬ 0 , we observed a reduction to zero of the spectral width of the deterministic MI gain and the growth of the spectral width of the gain due to the random modulations of fiber. In the limit case of ⌬ 0 ϭ0, the gain originates entirely from the randomness of the birefringent medium.
An evolution of the spectral intensity of the selfmodulated quasicontinuous wave field along the propagation distance is presented in Fig. 10 for the case of the normal group velocity dispersion. One can see that in the initial stage of evolution, the exponential gain growth is accompanied by some oscillations, whereas the asymptotic value of the MI gain ͑for zϾ10) is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction ͑dashed line͒. FIG. 7 . MI gain vs frequency for an anomalous dispersion ␤ ϭ1 ͑a͒ and normal dispersion ␤ϭϪ1 ͑b͒, GVM mean ⌬ 0 ϭ0, ␣ ϭ1, and different standard deviations of S j . Here we assume 1 ϭ 2 ϭ 3 .
FIG. 8. Gain curve for ␤ϭ1, ⌬ 0 ϭ2, Aϭ1, and 3 ϭ0.25. Stars: numerics; solid curve: linear stability analysis; dashed curve: deterministic MI gain.
FIG. 9. MI gain curves for ␤ϭϪ1, Aϭ1, and 3 ϭ0.25. In the pictures ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ ⌬ 0 is equal to 3 and 0.5, respectively.
X. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we investigated the evolution of the MI gain spectrum in optical fibers in the presence of linear random birefringence. We included in the model both a random variation of the absolute value of the birefringence as well as a random coupling between the two fiber axes. Using a linear stability analysis and random process theory, we obtained for the white-noise model of fluctuations of birefringence a system of equations for the second moments. We proved that the MI gain can be obtained as the maximal eigenvalue of a constant effective matrix. On the one hand, we were able to derive analytical expressions for the MI gain in the limit of either small or large standard deviations j of the birefringence noise process. On the other hand, for arbitrary values of j , the spectral domains of MI gain could be easily computed from our analysis by using commonly available software such as MAPLE. We considered both the anomalous and normal dispersion regimes of propagation of continuous beams in fibers. For the anomalous dispersion regime, we predicted an extension of the spectral width of the main gain curve. In other words, we found that in the presence of random birefringence, an intense continuous wave in the anomalous dispersion regime will be unstable with respect to relatively high frequency modulations, which otherwise would not lead to MI in a constant birefringence fiber. On the other hand, in the normal dispersion regime, MI gain is predicted, in principle, for all modulations through phase matching mediated through the random frequency content of the birefringence variations. We have also distinguished between two types of variations of birefringence, depending on whether they involve a reduction or an enhancement of the MI peak. Indeed, as a general conclusion, we obtained that even when the deterministic case is completely stable, birefringence randomness may lead to polarization MI.
In a particular case, we checked the analytical predictions based on the linear stability analysis by means of numerical simulations of the full stochastic system of coupled modified NLS equations. We found good agreement between theoretical predictions and the results of numerical simulations. From the present analysis, we may expect that a similar extension of the MI domain will be observed in a dispersionmanaged optical transmission line, where fibers with opposite signs of dispersion are concatenated to combine a low path-average dispersion with a relatively high local dispersion. We plan to investigate this case in future work. M 22 is the 6ϫ6 matrix, FIG. 10 . Evolution of the mean intensity spectrum ͑in ln scale͒ along the fiber ͑a͒. Optimal gain of the mean intensity spectrum vs the distance propagation z ͑b͒. The dashed line corresponds to the estimated growth rate. The averaging has been realized over 200 realizations. The parameters are ␤ϭϪ1, Aϭ1, 3 ϭ0.25, and ⌬ 0 ϭ0.5 ͓as in Fig. 9͑b͔͒ .
